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ABERDEENSHIRE COUNCIL
GARIOCH AREA COMMITTEE
GORDON HOUSE, INVERURIE ON 17 MARCH 2015
Present:

Councillors F Hood (Chair), A Allan, R Cowling, N Cullinane, M Ford,
S Lonchay, R McKail, P Oddie, H Vernal and I Walker.

Apologies:

Cllr D Aitchison, A Grant, M Kitts-Hayes and B Stuart.

Officers:

D Milne (Garioch Area Manager), S Munro (Solicitor), B Strachan (Senior
Planner), P Leiper (Roads Manager) Scott Walker (Senior Roads
Engineer), L Cunningham (Environmental Health Officer) and A Cumming
(Garioch Area Committee Officer).
1. DECLARATIONS OF MEMBERS’ INTERESTS

In accordance with the Councillors’ Code of Conduct the following interests were declared:Item 6A

Councillor Walker as two of the objectors are work colleagues and she
knows some of the supporters to the application too; and
Councillor McKail as he knows the applicant and objector.

Item 7C

Councillor Oddie as she knows a relative of the applicant quite well; and
Councillor Vernal as an ex-colleague and friend of a relative of the applicant.

Councillor McKail left the Council Chamber whilst the item was considered. The other
Councillors continued to take a full part in determining the items concerned.
2. RESOLUTIONS
A. EQUALITIES
In making decisions on the following items of business, the Committee agreed, in terms of
Section 149 of the Equality Act, 2010:1.

to have due regard to the need to:(a)
(b)
(c)

2.

eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
advance equality of opportunity between those who share a protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and
persons who do not share it.

where an Equality Impact Assessment was provided, to consider its contents and
take those into account when reaching its decision.
3. MINUTE OF MEETING OF 24 FEBRUARY 2015

The Minute of Meeting of 24 February 2015 was approved as a correct record of
proceedings.
4. INTIMATION OF PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
No public questions were intimated.
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5. ABERDEENSHIRE PERFORMS
A. Housing and Social Work
A report by the Director of Housing & Social Work was circulated presenting the
performance information for the period October-December 2014.
The Area Manager indicated that an officer would be in attendance at Area Committee in
May/June to respond to any queries relating to SO4 4c.
The Committee agreed to:1.

acknowledge the positive performance achieved October to December 2014
identified in section 2.3 of the report;

2.

acknowledge the exceptional performance achieved October to December 2014
(Quarter 3) identified in Appendix 1 to the report;

3.

consider those measures where performance is below expectations October to
December 2014 (Quarter 3) identified in Appendix 2 to the report;

4.

note the publication of the complete October to December 2014 Performance Report
on Ward Pages; and

5.

advise the Director to continue to report, by exception, to Committee quarterly on
performance measures against Service objectives and six monthly on progress in
delivering all aspects of the Service Plan.
6. PLANNING APPLICATION FOR DETERMINATION THAT WAS THE SUBJECT OF
A SITE VISIT

With reference to the Minute of Meeting of the Committee of 24 February 2015 (Item 8A) and
following the site visit which took place on the 17 March 2015, the Committee considered the
report by the Director of Infrastructure Services on the following application and agreed to
dispose of it as detailed in Appendix A to this Minute.
Item

Reference

Application

Decision

A.

APP/2014/0108

Erection of wind turbine (hub height 23.8
metres: total height 34.2 metres); and
associated infrastructure at Miller Plant Ltd,
North Lurg, Midmar, Inverurie

Refuse

7. PLANNING APPLICATIONS FOR DETERMINATION
The following planning applications were considered along with any valid representations
received and was dealt with as recorded in Appendix B to this Minute.
Item

Reference

Application

Decision

A

APP/2014/4365

Change of use from use class 4 (office/training
facility) to use class 7 (overnight
accommodation associated with training
facility) at EP-IT Group Ltd, Alma House,
Blackburn Business Park, Woodburn Road,
Blackburn

Delegated Grant
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B

APP/2015/0028

Erection of holiday accommodation at land
adjacent to Lower Middleton, Chapel of
Garioch, Inverurie

Delegated Grant

C

APP/2015/0015

Erection of dwellinghouse at land adjacent to
The School House, Chapel of Garioch,
Inverurie

Delegated Grant

8. 2015/2016 ROAD MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME
A report by the Director of Infrastructure Services was circulated recommending the Area
Committee approve the area road maintenance programme as detailed in the Appendix.
Members welcomed the paper and sought clarification regarding a number of works. They
also suggested some further works for officers to consider should budget be available.
The Committee agreed to:1.
2.

approve the area road maintenance programme; and
request that the Service give consideration to:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

resurfacing part of Beverley Road;
renewing street markings outside shop at Blackburn;
assessing and rectifying damage caused by tyre treads on pavement in the
Westdyke area, Westhill; and
investigating dropped pavements at the bus stops at the bottom of Westhill
Drive, Westhill.
9. APPEAL DECISIONS
A. ARNHALL BUSINESS PARK, WESTHILL

A letter from the Directorate for Planning and Environmental Appeals was circulated detailing
the outcome of an appeal against refusal to carry out adjustment to floor space in
accordance with revised transport assessment at Arnhall Business Park, Westhill.
The Committee agreed to note the decision of the Reporter to allow adjustment to floor
space in accordance with revised transport assessment at Arnhall Business Park, Westhill.
B. KINGSEAT AVENUE, NEWMACHAR
A letter from the Directorate for Planning and Environmental Appeals was circulated detailing
the outcome of an appeal against refusal of erection of 25 dwellinghouses and ancillary
works at Kingseat Avenue, Newmachar.
The Committee agreed to note the decision of the Reporter to allow the appeal and grant
planning permission for the erection of 25 dwellinghouses and ancillary works at Kingseat
Avenue, Newmachar.
10. CIVIC GOVERNMENT (SCOTLAND) ACT 1982
APPLICATION FOR GRANT OF STREET TRADER’S LICENCE
A report by the Director of Business Services was circulated requesting the Committee to
consider an application for a Street Trader’s Licence which was the subject of an objection
from the Chief Constable.
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The Committee heard from the Senior Solicitor that the applicant had spent convictions and
decision required to be taken as to whether these were relevant and should be taken into
consideration when determining the application. The representative from the Chief
Constable indicated that the nature of the spent convictions were relevant to the application
and the Committee unanimously agreed to include the spent convictions in their
consideration of the application.
The Committee then heard from the applicant and representative of the Chief Constable.
Councillor Ford, seconded by Councillor Lonchay, moved that the application for a street
trader’s licence be granted for a period of one year on the grounds that the applicant is
considered to be a fit and proper person to hold such a licence.
As an amendment, Councillor Cowling, seconded by Councillor Hood, moved that the
application for a street trader’s Licence be refused on the grounds that the applicant is not
considered to be a fit and proper person to hold such a licence.
As a second amendment, Councillor McKail, seconded by Councillor Vernal, moved that the
application for a street trader’s licence be granted for a period of three years on the grounds
that the applicant is considered to be a fit and proper person to hold such a licence.
As one of the amendments was a direct negation of the motion, the first vote was taken
between the motion and the first amendment.
The Committee voted:For the motion

(7)

Councillors Allan, Cullinane, Ford, Lonchay, McKail, Vernal
and Walker

For the amendment

(3)

Councillors Hood, Cowling and Oddie

Therefore the motion was carried and it was placed against the second amendment.
The Committee voted:For the motion

(8)

Councillors Hood, Allan, Cowling, Cullinane, Ford, Lonchay,
Oddie and Walker

For the amendment

(2)

Councillors McKail and Vernal

Therefore the motion was carried and the Committee agreed that the application for a street
trader’s licence be granted for a period of one year on the grounds that the applicant is
considered to be a fit and proper person to hold such a licence.
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GARIOCH AREA COMMITTEE
17 MARCH 2015
APPENDIX A
PLANNING APPLICATION FOR DETERMINATION SUBJECT OF A SITE VISIT
A.

Reference No: APP/2014/0108

Erection of wind turbine (hub height 23.8 metres, total height 34.2 metres); and
associated infrastructure at Miller Plant Ltd, North Lurg, Midmar, Inverurie
Applicant:
Agent:

Mr I Miller
Enviko Ltd

As previously indicated Councillors McKail and Walker declared interests in this item.
Councillor McKail left the Council Chamber whilst the application was determined.
Councillor Walker took a full part in the determination process,
The Senior Planner explained that the application was for a windturbine 34.3 metres to the
tip of the blade sited on open agricultural land with a hill rising behind the turbine. He
explained it would be accessed by a private track and through an open field. He explained
that the landscape character was considered to be of medium sensitivity, but that the wind
turbine was not considered to have a significant detrimental impact on the landscape. He
explained that the greatest visual impact would be looking from the North and South-East.
He said that cumulative impact was not considered to be an issue as there was a relatively
low number of turbines in the vicinity. He explained that there were no residential properties,
not in the ownership of the applicant, within the 10 rotor diameter distance and that although
there were listed buildings and scheduled monuments in the vicinity, the turbine was not
considered to result in an unacceptable impact on these.
The Chair invited Dr Ian Wade, an objector to the application, to address the Committee.
Dr Wade explained that the he was representing a number of households in the area and
highlighted the issues that they had with the proposals. He explained that two further
turbines had received planning permission which had been missed within the report. He
highlighted the potential impact on geese in the vicinity and shadow flicker on the
neighbouring properties.
Members sought clarification regarding a number of points raised and Dr Wade returned to
the public benches.
The Senior Planner confirmed that the wind turbines at Auchrorie West had indeed been
given planning permission by the Local Review Body and should form part of the
consideration of the application.
Members sought clarification as to whether action could be taken if shadow flicker proved to
be an issue. The Senior Planner confirmed that condition 12 sought the turbine to be shut
down at particular times of the year to manage shadow flicker and this could be amended if
a complaint was substantiated.
Some Councillors highlighted the proximity of the turbine to the houses and the impact it
would have on their views. They also suggested that the impact of the turbine on views from
the Churchyard and the War Memorial would be greater than shown in the photomontages.
Members expressed concerns that only a desk based environmental assessment had been
made and suggested that the impact on the environment, and in particular the geese, could
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be greater than suggested. Members highlighted the uniqueness of the siting with the
turbine sitting within a circle of houses and considered the impact on these residents to be
unacceptable.
Other Councillors felt that further information was required in order to be able to assess
these issues properly and considered deferral as a better course of action.
Councillor Lonchay, seconded by Councillor Allan, moved that the application be refused on
the grounds that the wind turbine would have a significant detrimental impact on the amenity
of neighbouring properties and therefore did not comply with SGRD2.
As an amendment, Councillor Ford, seconded by Councillor Cowling moved that
consideration of the application be deferred in order:1.

to allow more detailed information to be provided regarding the impact of shadow
flicker on the dwellinghouses at Roadside; and

2.

for information to be sought from Environmental Planners, SNH and the RSPB
regarding the impact of the proposals on geese.

The Committee voted:For the motion

(5)

Councillors Hood, Allan, Lonchay, Oddie and Walker

For the amendment

(4)

Councillors Cowling, Cullinane, Ford and Vernal

Councillor McKail was absent from the division.
Therefore the motion was carried and the Committee agreed to refuse Full Planning
Permission on the grounds that the wind turbine would have a significant detrimental impact
on the amenity of neighbouring properties and therefore did not comply with SGRD2.
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GARIOCH AREA COMMITTEE
17 MARCH 2015
APPENDIX B
PLANNING APPLICATIONS FOR DETERMINATION
A.

Reference No: APP/2014/4365

Full Planning Permission for change of use from use class 4 (office/training facility) to
use class 7 (overnight accommodation associated with training facility) at EP-IT
Group Ltd, Alma House, Blackburn Business Park, Woodburn Road, Blackburn
Applicant:
Agent:

EP-IT Group Ltd
Peter Redhead Design Services Ltd

The Committee agreed:a)

that the reason for departing from the Local Development Plan is In terms of Policy 1
and associated SG Bus1: Development of Business Land and Policy 14: and
associated SG Safeguarding5: Safeguarding Employment Land, the proposal is a
departure from the Local Development Plan. However, as the use of the building as
overnight accommodation will be solely related to ongoing growth and development
of the existing office and training facility the proposal, in principle, does not
significantly conflict with the wider objectives and policies of the Strategic
Development Plan or Local Development Plan. The proposal complies with all other
relevant policies of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (2012); and

b)

that authority to grant Full Planning Permission be delegated to the Head of Planning
and Building Standards subject to submission and written approval by the Planning
Authority of final details of the management arrangements for the facility and the
following condition:
1.

That the facility shall only be occupied by clients attending or providing EP-IT
training courses and the maximum occupancy period of residents shall not
exceed 2 weeks at any given time.
Reason: In order to retain control over the occupancy of the building and
secure its association with the training facility.

B.

Reference No: APP/2015/0028

Full Planning Permission for erection of holiday accommodation at land adjacent to
Lower Middleton, Chapel of Garioch, Inverurie
Applicant:
Agent:

Mr Ewan Smith
Sylvan Stuart Ltd

The Committee agreed that authority to grant Full Planning Permission be delegated to the
Head of Planning and Building Standards subject to:
(a)

a condition to ensure that the accommodation is only used as holiday accommodation
and not as an independent dwellinghouse, following further discussions between the
Planning Service and the applicant regarding the precise wording and requirements of
this condition; and
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the following conditions:
1.

The accommodation hereby approved shall not be occupied unless its
driveway, a parking area for 2 cars and a vehicle turning area measuring not
less than 7.6 metres by 7.6 metres have been provided and surfaced in
accordance with the details shown on the approved plans. The first 5 metres of
the access (measured from edge of road or back of footway) shall be fully
paved and shall not exceed a 1 in 20 gradient. Once provided, all parking and
turning areas shall thereafter be permanently retained as such.
Reason: To ensure the timely completion of the driveway to an adequate
standard to prevent the carriage of loose driveway material on to the public
road and to enable all vehicle movements onto or from the public road to be
carried out in a forward gear, in the interests of road safety.

2.

No other development in connection with the permission hereby granted shall
take place and the access hereby approved shall not be brought into use
unless visibility of 90 metres in both directions along the public road has been
provided from a point 2.4 metres measured at right angles from the existing
carriageway surface along the centre line of the new access. Once formed, the
visibility splays shall be permanently retained thereafter and no visual
obstruction of any kind shall be permitted within the visibility splays so formed.
Reason: To enable drivers of vehicles using the access to have a clear view of
other road users and pedestrians in the interests of road safety.

3.

No development shall commence until details of a refuse bin uplift store area
(behind the visibility splays) have been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Planning Authority. The store area shall be secure enough to prevent
empty bins from being wind-blown. The accommodation shall not be occupied
unless the store area has been provided fully in accordance with the details as
approved.
Reason: To ensure that a suitable refuse bin uplift store area is provided, in the
interests of road safety and the amenity of the area.

4.

The proposed foul and surface water drainage systems shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved plans and the accommodation shall not be
occupied unless its approved drainage systems have been implemented in this
form, unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to ensure that adequate drainage facilities are provided in the
interests of the amenity of the area.

5.

Prior to the construction of the approved accommodation, an energy statement
must be submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority,
including the following items:
(i)

Full details of the proposed energy efficiency measures and/or renewable
technologies to be incorporated into the development.
(ii) Calculations using the SAP or SBEM methods, which demonstrate that the
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions rates for the development, arising
from the measures proposed, will enable the development to comply with
the Council's Supplementary Planning Guidance on Carbon Neutrality in
New Developments. (In this case the development will achieve at least a
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Bronze Active rating under Section 7 of the Building Standards Technical
Handbook).
The development shall not be occupied unless it has been carried out in full
accordance with the approved details in the energy statement. The carbon
reduction measures shall be retained in place and fully operational thereafter.
Reason: To ensure this development complies with the on-site carbon
reductions required in Scottish Planning Policy and the Council's
Supplementary Guidance LSD11: Carbon neutrality in new development.
6.

No works in connection with the development hereby approved shall take place
unless a scheme of hard and soft landscaping works has been submitted to
and approved in writing by the Planning Authority.
Details of the scheme shall include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Existing landscape features and vegetation to be retained;
The location of new trees, shrubs and hedges including tree planting to
the north of the site;
A schedule of planting to comprise species, plant sizes and proposed
numbers and density.
The location, design and materials of all hard landscaping works including
walls, fences and gates;
An indication of existing trees, shrubs and hedges to be removed;
A programme for the completion and subsequent maintenance of the
proposed landscaping.

All soft and hard landscaping proposals shall be carried out in accordance with
the approved scheme and shall be completed during the planting season
immediately following the commencement of the development or such other
date as may be agreed in writing with the Planning Authority. Any planting
which, within a period of 5 years from the completion of the development, in the
opinion of the Planning Authority is dying, being severely damaged or
becoming seriously diseased, shall be replaced by plants of similar size and
species to those originally required to be planted.
Reason: To ensure the implementation of a satisfactory scheme of landscaping
which will help to integrate the proposed development into the local landscape
in the interests of the visual amenity of the area.
7.

No works in connection with the development hereby approved shall take place
unless a method statement for the construction of the access to the approved
accommodation to minimise damage to and loss of trees, has been submitted
to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. The works shall thereafter
be carried out fully in accordance with the approved method statement.
Reason: In order to minimise damage to and loss of trees on the site.

8.

That notwithstanding the provisions of Classes 1 and 3 of Schedule 1 of the
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (Scotland) Order
1992 (as amended) no building or means of enclosure shall be erected on the
site without an express grant of planning permission from the Planning
Authority.
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Reason: In order to retain effective planning control of the character and
appearance of the development.
Reason for Decision
The proposed development would accord with the development plan and there are no
material considerations that indicate permission should be refused.
C.

Reference No: APP/2015/0015

Full Planning Permission for erection of dwellinghouse at land adjacent to The School
House, Chapel of Garioch, Inverurie
Applicant:
Agent:

Mr & Mrs Colin Mackenzie
Strutt & Parker

As previously indicated, Councillors Oddie and Vernal declared interests, but continued to
take a full part in determining the application.
The Senior Planner explained that the application was a departure from the Local
development Plan as the site had protected status. However, he explained that it was not
clear why this land had been designated as public open space as the area had no function
or purpose as open space as it was private garden ground not accessible to the public. He
confirmed that a tree survey and construction method statement had been received and
removed the requirement for this as a delegated matter. He confirmed that all of the
technical requirements could be met and that drainage information had also now been
provided removing the other delegated matter. However, he indicated that it would still
require to be a delegated grant as the requirement for developer obligations needed to be
included and that amendments would be required to conditions to take account of the
information provided in relation to landscaping and drainage.
The Committee agreed that:(i)

the reason for departing from the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan is that
although the site has the benefit of designated protected status, the land is enclosed
private garden ground serving an existing dwellinghouse and not accessible to the
public. The site has minimal effect on the setting of the village and the proposed
development will not result in a detrimental impact to the existing trees that are
recognised as a significant landscape feature.

(ii)

authority to grant Full Planning Permission be delegated to the Head of Planning and
Building Standards subject to:a)

the satisfactory receipt of developer obligations; and

b)

the following conditions:
1.

That no works in connection with the permission hereby approved
shall take place unless the trees and hedging marked for retention on
the approved plans have been protected by fencing in accordance
with BS5837:2012 Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition and
Construction. No works shall commence unless details of the
protective fencing have been submitted to and agreed in writing by the
Planning Authority. No materials, supplies, plant, machinery, soil
heaps, changes in ground levels or construction activities shall be
permitted within the protected areas without the written consent of the
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Planning Authority and no fire shall be lit in the position where the
flames could extend to within 5 metres of foliage, branches or trunks.
Reason: In order to ensure adequate protection for the trees and
hedges on the site during the construction of development, and in the
interests of the visual amenity of the area.
2.

That the recommendations as detailed within the agreed tree survey
report by Treelogic and construction method statement by Treelogic
dated 10th March 2015 shall be implemented on site in accordance
with the approved details. Any variations to the approved details shall
require to be subject of the approval in writing by the planning
authority.
Reason: To ensure that the existing trees are retained as significant
landscape features and to ensure that their contribution to the overall
setting of the village is retained and enhanced.

3.

All soft and hard landscaping proposals shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved scheme and shall be completed during
the planting season immediately following the commencement of the
development or such other date as may be agreed in writing with the
Planning Authority. Any planting which within a period of 5 years from
the completion of the development, in the opinion of the Planning
Authority is dying, being severely damaged or becoming seriously
diseased, shall be replaced by plants of similar size and species to
those originally required to be planted. In addition, prior to the
commencement of the implementation of the approved scheme,
detailed proposals for a programme for the long term management
and maintenance of the approved landscaping scheme shall be
submitted for the further written approval of the Planning Authority.
Thereafter, all management and maintenance of the landscaping shall
be implemented, in perpetuity, in accordance with the approved
programme.
Reason: To ensure the implementation of a satisfactory scheme of
landscaping which will help to integrate the proposed development
into the local landscape in the interests of the visual amenity of the
area and to ensure that the landscaping is managed and maintained
in perpetuity.

4.

The development shall be served in accordance with the approved
drawings and the following details:
a)
b)

c)

d)

The maximum gradient of the first 5m of the access must not
exceed 1 in 20.
Prior to occupancy of development, first 5m of access
(measured from edge of road or back of footway) to be fully
paved.
Prior to occupancy of development, off street car parking for 4
cars, surfaced in hard standing materials shall be provided
within the site in accordance with accord with Aberdeenshire
Council Roads Development standards.
Prior to commencement of development, visibility splays
measuring 2.4m x 59m to be formed on either side of the
junction of the vehicular access with the public road. The
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visibility splays so formed shall thereafter be kept free of all
permanent obstructions above adjacent carriageway level.
Prior to occupancy of development a refuse bin uplift store
area shall be constructed (behind any visibility splay) so as to
be accessible for bin uplift & shall be secure enough to prevent
empty bins from being windblown. Details must be submitted
to Roads Development for approval.
Prior to occupancy of development a suitable vehicle turning
area, measuring not less than 7.6m x 7.6m, must be formed
within the site to enable all vehicle movements onto or from the
public road to be carried out in a forward gear.

Reason: In order to ensure that the development is served by an
appropriate standard of access and associated servicing in the
interests of road safety.
5.

That the proposed foul and surface water drainage systems shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved plans and the
dwellinghouse hereby approved shall not be occupied unless the
approved drainage system has been implemented in this form, unless
otherwise agreed in writing with the Planning Authority. Following
provision of the drainage system it shall thereafter be maintained by
the developers or their successors in accordance with the approved
maintenance scheme.
Reason: In order to ensure that adequate drainage facilities are
provided, and maintained, in the interests of the amenity of the area.

6.

That prior to the occupation of the dwellinghouse hereby approved, all
roads, footpaths, parking and turning areas within and serving the
development shall be completed to the level of bottoming and bitmac
base course, including the access bellmouth and all turning heads to
the current Aberdeenshire Council road construction standards or
such other standard that may be subject of the prior agreement in
writing with the Planning Authority. Once provided, all parking and
turning areas shall thereafter be permanently retained as such.
Reason: To ensure the provision of a means of access and turning
space to an adequate standard in the interests of road safety.

7.

That no development in connection with the permission hereby
approved shall take place unless a finalised Energy Statement has
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority,
including the following items:
(i)

(ii)

Full details of the proposed energy efficiency measures and/or
renewable technologies to be incorporated into the
development.
Calculations using the SAP or SBEM methods, which
demonstrate that the reduction in carbon dioxide emissions
rates for the development, arising from the measures
proposed, will enable the development to comply with the
Council’s Supplementary Planning Guidance on Carbon
Neutrality in New Developments.
(In this case the
development will achieve at least a Bronze Active rating under
Section 7 of the Building Standards Technical Handbook).
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The development shall not be occupied unless it has been carried out
in accordance with the approved details in the Energy Statement. The
carbon reduction measures shall be retained in place and fully
operational thereafter.
Reason: To ensure this development complies with the on-site carbon
reductions required in Scottish Planning Policy and the Council’s
Supplementary Planning Guidance - Carbon Neutrality in New
Developments.
8.

That the dwellinghouse shall connect into the public mains water
supply in Chapel of Garioch and the dwellinghouse hereby approved
shall not be occupied unless it is connected to and fully operational
within the public water system in Chapel of Garioch.
Reason: To ensure the implementation of adequate potable water to
serve the proposed development in the interests of amenity.

9.

Notwithstanding the details on the stamped approved drawings, no
development shall commence unless details of the following has been
submitted for the consideration and written approval of the Planning
Authority.




Sample and/or specification of the smooth render to the exterior
walls
The design and finish of the windows and doors
Sample of the slate for the roof

Prior to the occupation of the dwellinghouse hereby approved, the
agreed materials shall be implemented and thereafter retained on site
in perpetuity. Any changes to the approved materials or colours shall
require the prior agreement in writing of the Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the materials and colours of the development
are complementary to the surrounding properties and character of the
proposed area in the interests of amenity.
10.

That from the date at which this planning permission is granted all
existing stone walls within the site (other than that section agreed to
be removed as detailed on the approved plan) shall be retained in
their entirety. Stone walls shall only be removed or demolished with
the prior written authorisation of the Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to retain the existing character of the rural locality in
the interests of amenity.

11.

That notwithstanding the provisions of Class 7 of Schedule 1 of the
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
(Scotland) Order 1992 (as amended) no means of enclosure, other
than that shown on the approved plans, shall be erected on the site
without an express grant of planning permission from the Planning
Authority.
Reason: In the interests of the character and appearance of the
development.

